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The shuttle cons~ of an llfbittr {which carries the crew and Ius power
ful ~-ngines in the back), a l4rgc: [i,luid-fuel t4nk for the orbircr engines, 
anti 2 solid-fuel booster roclxls mountt.-d on the sides of chc ccnrr.l tank. 
Segments of the booster rockets are ~hipped to the launch Site, when: 

Lower >q!7n.-rtt 
of rocket •• a-ong 

they arc as;emblc:d to make the solid-fud rockro. Wbcrc the$. 
mate, each joinr is scaled by two rubber 0-rings as shown abo 
asc of the Ch.illcnger accident, one of these joints lcalu:d. and 
hkc 6amc barned through the side of the booster rocket. 

Less than 1 second after ignition, a puff 
of smoke appeared at the aft joint of 
the right boomr, indicatin.g that the 
0-riug~ burned through and f:1 ilcd to 
seal. At chis point, all was lost. 

On lhc l.n.unch p.1.d., the leak lasted only about 2. seconds and then apparently was plugged by pu 
and insuhtion a.~ th~ shuttle rose, Aying through rather strong cross-winds. Tl1cn 58.788 seco11d! 
ignition, when the Chnllcngcr w:1~ 6 111iles up, a flicker of flame emerged from the leaky joint.' 
seconds, the i1:une grew and cnguJfcd the fuel tank (containing Liquid hydrogen and liquid oxyg 
That tank ruptured and exploded, destroying the ~huttlc. 

As the shuttle exploded and broke up at approximately 73 seconds after 
l.annch, the two booster rockets crissaossed arul continued flying wildly. 
The right booster, ideru:i:fiablc by its failure plume, is now to the left of 
its non-<lcfcaive counterpart. 

The flight crew of Challenger 51-L. Front row, lefi to right: M 
Smith. pilot; Franci~ R. (Dick) Scobee, commander; Ronald£. 
Back row: Ellison S. Onizuka, S. Christa McAuliffe. Gregory l 
Judith A. Resnik. 
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Tlte Decision to Launch the Space Shr~ttle Challenger 

0 N January 28, 1986, the space shuttle Challenger exploded and seven 
astronauts died because two rubber 0-rings leaked.22 These rings had 
lost their rcsmency because the shuttle was launched on a very cold day. 
Ambient temperatures were in the low 30s and the 0 -r:ings themselves 
were much colder, less than 20°F. 

One day before the Bight, the predicted temperature for the launch 
was 2~ to 29°. Concerned that the rings would not seal at such a cold 
temperature, the engineers who designed the rocket opposed launching 
Challenger the ne>..'t day. Their misgivings derived from several sources: 
a history of 0 -ring damage during previous cool-weather launches of 
the shuttle, the physics of resiliency (which declines exponentially with 
cooling), and experimental dat:1. 23 Presented in 13 charts, dus evidence 
was faxed to NASA, the government agency responsible for the Aight. 
A high-level NASA official responded that he was "appalled" by the 
recommendation not to launch and indicated that the rocket-maker, 
Morton Thiokol, should rcconsic:k~. even though this was Thiokol's 
only no-launch recommendation in 12 years. l• Other NASA officials 
pointed out serious weaknesses in the charts. Reassessing the situation 
after these skeptical responses, the Thiokol managers changed their 
minds and decjded that they now favored bunching the next day. 
They said the evidence presented by the cngiuecrs was inconclus1ve, 
that cool temperatures were not linked to 0-ring problems. 25 

Thus the exaa cause of the accident was intensely debated during 
the evening before the launch. That is, for hours, the rocket engineers 
and managers considered the question: Will the rubber 0-riugs fail 
catastrophically tomorro1u becmiSI! of the cold weather? These discussions 
concluded at midnight with the decision ro go ahead. That moming, 
the Challenger blew up 73 seconds after its rockets were ignited. 

T IUl immediate cause of the nccident-nn 0-ring failure- was quickly 
obvious (sec the photographs at left). But what arc the general causes, 
the lessons of the accident? And what is the meaning of Challenger? 
Here we encounter diverse and divergent interpretations, as the facts 
of the accident arc reworked into moral narratives. 26 Tht.-se allegories 
regularly advance claims for the special relevance of a distinct analytic 
approach or school of thought: if only the engineers and managers had 
the skills of field X, the argument implies, this terrible thlng would not 
have happened. Or, further, the insights of X identify the deep causes 
of the failure. Thus, in management schools, the accident serves as a case 
study for reflections about groupthink, technical decision-making in 
the face of political pressure, and bureaucratic failures to communicate. 
For the authors of engineering te>..-tbook:s and for the physicist Richard 
Feynman, the Challenger accidenr simply confirmed what they already 

22 My sources are the five-volume Report 
of the Presidential Commissima on the Space 
Slwu/e Challe11ger Accide~at (Washington, 
DC, 1986) hereafter cited as PCSSCA; 
Committee on Science and Technology, 
H ouse of Representatives, lnvi!Stigatiotr of 
d~ Challenger Acdd~ll (Washington, DC, 

1986}; Richard P. Feynman. "Wh4t Do 
You Our W}Ult Othu Ptopk T1tittk?'' 
Furtller Mvtrll~ of a Ct1rious CliiZTDde:r 
(Kcw Yotk, 1988); Ridlllrd S. Lewis., 
Clralltt~(er: ·nae Final Voy'We (New York, 
1988); Frederick Lighthall, "~unching 
the Space Shuttle Challenger: Disci
plinary Deficiencies in the AnaJysis of 
Engineering Data," iEEE Trn11sactions 
on Eugillrerill,f{ Managemmt, 3a (February 
1991), pp. 63-74; and Diane Vaughan, 
Tire Cltalle11ger l...mmclt Drcision: Risky 
·rt'dmology, Cultun, and !Xvimra at 
l'lliiSA (Cbic:sgo, 11}96}. The text ac
comp:mying me im:lgC$ a.t left is based 
on PCSSCA, volume 1, pp. 6-9. 19-32, 
52, 6o. Olustr.ltions of sbultle ar upp<:r 
left by Wc:ilin Wu and Edward Iufic. 

23 PCSSCA, volume I, pp. B::t-113. 

24 PCSSCA, volume 1, p. 107. 

25 PCSSCA. volmne 1, p. to8. 

26 Various imerprccations of tlle nccidc:nt 
include PCSSC.tl, which argues seveml 
views; ]:lines L. Adams, Flying Buttresses, 
Elatropy, and 0 -Rings: Tile World of an 
Enginur (Cambridge, ~ssacbuserts, 
1991); Michael McCoWlcll, Claatlmgn: 
A ]\,fajor .Ha!fimctiotJ (New York. t987); 
Commi~ on Shuttle Criticality Re
view and Huard Analysis Audit, Po11-
Cha11mger Eualuation of Spa« Slruttle Risk 
Asst5smmt and Mmt~lltrlf (Washington, 
DC,1988); Siddhartha R. Dalal, Edward 
B. FowLkes, and Bruce Hoadley, "Risk 
Analysis of the Space Shuttle: Pre-Chal
lenger Prediction of Failure," ]oumal 
of the American Stati;lical Association, 84 
(December 1989), pp. 945-957; Claus 
Jensen, No Downlink (New York, 1996}; 
and. cited above in note .u, the House 
Comm.ittee Report, the thorough 
account of Vaughan, Feynman's book. 
and Ligbdull's imightful article. 
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knew: awful consequences result when heroic engineers are ignored by 
villainous administrators. In the field of statisrics, the accident is evoked 
to demonstrate the importance of risk assessment, data graphs, fitting 
models to data, and requiring students of engineering to attend classes 
in statistics. For sociologists, the accident is a symptom of structural 
history, bureaucracy, and conformity ro organizational norms. Taken 
in small doses, the assorted interpretations of the launch decision are 
pbusible and rarely mutually exclusive. But when all these accow1ts are 
considered together, the accident appears thoroughly overdetermined. 
It is hard to reconcile the sense of inevitable disaster embodied in the 
cumulated literature of post-accident hindsight with the experiences 
of the first 24 shuttle launches, which were distinctlv successful. 

I 

REGA R n L us s of the indirect cultural causes of the accident, there was 
a clear proximate cause: an inability to assess the link between cool 
temperature and 0 - ri.ng damage on earlier flights. Such a pre-launch 
analysis would have revealed that this flight was at considerable risk. 27 

On the day before the launch of Challenger, the rocket engineers 
and managers needed a quick, smart analysis of evidence about the 
threat of cold to the 0-rings, as well as an effective presencatiou of 
evidence in order to convince KASA officials not to launch. Engineers 
at Thiokol prepared 13 charts to make the case that the Challenger 
should not be lailllched the next day, given the forecast of very chilly 
weather.~ Drawn up in a few hours, the charts were faxed to NASA 

and discussed in two long telephone conferences between Thiokol and 
NASA on the night before the lailllch. The charts were unconvincing; 
the arguments against the lailllch failed; the Challenger blew up. 

These charts have weaknesses. First, the title-chart (at right, where 
"s~t" means Solid Rocket Motor), like the other displays, does not 
provide the na111es of the people who prepared the material. All too 
often, such docttmentation is absent from corporate and government 
reports. Public, named authorship indicates responsibility, both to the 
immediate audience and for the long-term record. Readers can follow 
up and communicate with a named source. Readers can also recall 
what they know about the author's reputation and credibility. And 
so even a tide-chart, if it lacks appropriate documentation, might 
well provoke some doubts about the evidence to come. 

The second chart (top right) goes directly to the immediate threat 
to the shuttle by showing the history of eroded 0-rings on launches 
prior to the Challenger. This varying damage, some serious but none 
catastrophic, was found by examining the 0-rings from rocket casings 
retrieved for re-use. Describing the historical distribution of the ~ffect 
endangering the Challenger, the chart does not provide data about the 
possible cause, temperature. Another impediment to understanding is 
that the same rocket has three different names: a ~ASA number (6tA LH), 

27 The commission investigating the acci
dent concluded: "A careful analysh of 
the flight history of 0-ring performance 
would have revealed the correlation of 
0-ring damage and low temperature. 
Neither NASA nor Thiokol carried out 
such an analysis; consequendy, they were 
unprepared to properly evaluate the 
risks oflaunching the 51 - L [Challenger] 
mission in conditions more extreme than 
they had encountered before." PCSSCA, 
volume t, p. 148. Similarly, "the decision 
to launch STS 51-L was based on a faulty 
engineering analysis of me SRM field joint 
seal behavior," Hou...e Committee on 
Science and Technology, Investigatio-n of 
the Clralltngl!l' Accident, p. 10. Lighthall, 
"Launching the Space Shuttle," reaches 
a similar conclusion. 

28 The 13 charts appear in PCSSCA, 
volume IV, pp. 664~73; also in Vaughan, 
CbaTietJger Laund1 Decision, pp. 293- 299. 

27 JAto/ /981. 
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Thiokol 's number (sa."-1 no. 22A), and law1ch date (handwritten in the 
margin above). For 0 -ring damage, six rypes of description (erosion,. 
soot, depth, location, C},1:Cnt, view) break rhe evidence up into stupefy
ing fragments. An overall iudcx sunllllarizing the damage is ne~decL 
This chart quietly begins Lo define rbe scope of the an~Jysis: a handful 

of previous Aights chat experienced 0-ring problems.29 

The next chart (below ldi:) describes how erosion in the prim::try 
0-ring interacts with its back- up, the secondary 0-ri.ng. Then two 
drawings (below right) make an effective visual comparison to show 
how rotation of the field joint degrades the 0-ring seaL This vital 
e.ffcct, however, is not lli1ked to the potential ca use; indeed, neither 
chart appraises the phenomena described in relation to temperature. 
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launched rwo \VL'Cks bL-forc the Chal
lenger. data which appear to have been 
:tVllilablc prior to the Challenger pre
law1ch lll<lCting (sec J'CSSCA, volume n, 
p. u-3). The d:u11!1ge chan is typewritten, 
iJldicnting that it was prepared for an 
c.ulicr prcwntation before being included 
in cltt: fiuaJ 13; h:u1dwrittcu chan.~ were 
prepared the night before Lhe Challenger 
Vl3S laundted. 
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Two charts further narrowed the evidence. Above left, "Blow-By 
History" mentions the t:wo previous launches, SRJ.'v115 and SRM 22, 

77 

ss 

in which soot (blow- by) was detected in the field joints upon post
launch examillation. This information, however, was already reported 
in the more detailed damage table that followed the title chart. 30 

The bottom two lines refer to twzzle blow- by, an issue not relevant 
to law1ehing the Challenger in cold weather.3 ' 

Although not shown in the blow-by chart, temperature is part of 
the analysis: SRM 15 had substantial 0-ring damage and also was the 
coldest law1ch to date (at 53° on January 24, 1985, almost one year 
before the Challenger). This argument by analogy, made by those 
opposed to launching the Challenger the next morning, is reasonable, 
relevant, and weak. With only one case as evidence, it is usually quite 
difficult to make a credible statement about cause and effect. 

If one case isn't enough, why not look at e>vo? And so the parade 
of anecdotes continued. By linking the blow-by chart (above left) to 
the temperature chart (above right) , those who favored launching the 
Challenger spotted a weakness in the argttmcnt. While it was true that 
the blow-by on SRM 15 was 011 a cool day, the blow-by on SRM 22 

was 011 a warm day at a temperature of 75° (temperature chart, second 
column from the right). One engineer said, "We had blow-by on the 
hottest motor [rocket] and on the coldest motor. 32 The superlative 
"- est" is an extreme characterization of these thin data, since the total 
number of latmches under consideration here is exactly two. 

With its focus on blow-by rather than the more common erosion, 
tl1e chart ofbJow-by history invited the rhetorically devastating- for 
those opposed to the latmch- compariso11 of SRM 15 and S~\1. 22. In 
fact, as the blow-by chart suggests, the two flights profoundly differed: 
the 53° launch probably barely survived with significant erosion of the 
primary and secondary 0-ri.:ngs on both rockets as well as blow-by; 
whereas the 75° launch had no erosion and only blow-by. 
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30 On the blow-by chart, the numbers 
80°, 110°, J0°, and 40° refer to the arc 
coven:d by blow- by 011 the 360° of the 
field (called here the "case") joint. 

31 Following the blow-by chart were 
four displays, omitted here, that showed 
experimental and subscalc tcrt data on 
the 0-rings. See PCSSCA, volume rv, 
pp. 664-67J. 

32 Q uoted in Vaughan, Cfutllenger Latmcll 
Decision, pp. 296-297. 
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These charts defined the database for 1.he decision: blow-by {not erosion) 
and temperature for two launches, S.Ri\115 and SRM 22. Limited measure 
of e1fect, wrong number of cases. Left out were the other 22 previous 
shuttle flights and their temperature variation and 0-ring performance. 
A careful look at such evidence would have made the dangers of a cold 
launch clear. Display-s of evidence implicitly but powerfully define the 
scope of the relevant, as presented data are selected from a larger pool 
of material. Like magicians, ch.artmakers reveal what they choose tO 

reveal. That selection of data-whether partisan, hurried, haphazard, 
uninformed.. thoughtful. wise-can make all the difference, determining 
the scope of the evidence and thereby settmg the analytic agenda that 
leads to a particular decision. 

For example, the temperature chart reports data for two develop
mental rocket motors (oM), two qualifying motors (QM), tWO actual 
launches with blow-by, and the Challenger (sRM 25) forecast. 33 These 
data are shown again at right. What a strange collation: the first 4 
rockets were rest motors that never left the ground. Missing are 92% 

of the temperature data, for 5 of the launches with erosion and 17 
law1chcs without erosion. 

Depicting bits and pieces of data on blow-by and erosion, along 
with some peculiarly chosen temperatures, these charts set the stage for 
the unconvincing conclusions shown in two charts below. The major 
recommendation, "0-ring temp must be~53°F at launch," which 
was rejected, rightly implies that the Challatgcr could not be safely 
launched the next morning at 29°. Dra·wi.ng a line at 53°, however, is 
a crudely empirical result based on a sample of size one. That anecdote 
was certainly not an auspicious case, because the 53° launch itself had 
considerable erosion. As Richard Feynmanlater wrote, "The 0-rings 
of the solid rocket boosters were not designed to erode. Erosion was 
a clue that something was wrong. Erosion was not something from 
which safety could be inferred. "34 

33 The table oftcmperarorc data, shown 
in full at left, is descnbed as a "HistOry 
of 0-ring Tcmperarures." lt i5 a highly 
selective history, leaving out nearly all the 
actulll Bighr ex-perience of the shurde: 
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~ were shown in the 

S'Rifi·'Z"l. 75 
13 Challenger cbartt. 

S~T'I'I-ZS 29 Forecasted 0-ring 
2"1 tcmpcrarures for the 

Challenger. 

34 Richard P. Ftynm;m. •· Wlw Do You 
Care WJ:m Orlrcr People 111ink ?" Further 
Adventures tif a Curi11us Charaacr (New 
York, 19!!8). p. 224; also in flcynm.an. 
"Appendix F: Peoonal Observations on 
the Reliability of the Shuttle," PCSSCA, 
volume n, p. u. On the many problems 
\'\'ith the proposed 53° temperature line. 
sec Vaughan, Clrallrt~ger Lauudr Decision, 
pp. 309-310. 
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The 13 charts failed to stop the launch. Yet, as it tumed out, the 
ehartmakcrs had reached the right conclusion. They had the correct 
theory and they were thinking causally, but they were not displaying 
causally. Unable to get a correlation bcrwcen 0 -ring distress and 
temperature, those involved in the debate concluded that they didn't 
have enough data to quantify the effect of the cold. 3!i The displayed 
data were very drin; no wonder NASA officials were so skeptical about 
the no-launch argument advanced by the 13 charts. For it was as if 
John Snow had ignored some areas with cholera and all the cholera
free ar<.:as and their water pwnps as well. The flights without damage 
provide the statistical leverage necessary to understand the effects of 
temperature. Numbers become evidence by being in relation to. 

This data matrix shows the complete history of temperature and 
0 -ri.ng condition for all previous L·nmches. Entries arc ordered by the 
possible cause, temperature, from coolest to warmest launch. Data in 
red were exhibited at some point in the 13 pre-launch chartS; and the 
data shown in black were not included. L have calculated an overall 
0-ring damage score for each launch.36 The table reveals the link 
between 0-ring distress and cool weather, with a concentration of 
problems on cool days compared with warm days: 

Flight D:ue Te:mpermm: Erosion Blow-by Damage Comments 
"F incidents incidents index 

35 PCSSCA, volwne IV, pp. 290, 79L 

36 For c:tch launch, the score on the 
damage index is the severity-weighted 
total number of i.11cidcnts of ~ring 
erosion, heating, and blow-by. Data 
sources for the.: entire t:1ble: PCSSCA. 
volume n, pp. 111-liJ, and volume rv, 
p. 664; and Post-Challmger Evaluation 
of Spa£~ Slruttlt Risk A.sszsmroJt and 

MPna~tnJ, pp. 135-136. 

51-c 01 .~.85 j""~ 3 2 11 Most erosion any flight; blow- by; back-up ~ heated. 
41-.B 02.03.84 57° 4 Deep, extensive erosion. 
6t-c 01.12.86 58" 1 4 ~ring erosion on launch cwo woelc$ before Challenger. 
41-c 04.06.84 630 2 ~rings showed sigps of heating. but no damage. 

1 04.12.81 66° 0 Coolc~t (66°) launch without 0-ring problems. 
6 04.04.83 67° 0 

51-A 11.08.84 67" 0 
51-D 04.12.85 67° 0 

5 11.11.82 68° 0 
3 03.22.82 69° 0 
2 11.12.81 70° 4 Extcru of erosion not fully known. 
9 11.28.83 70° 0 

41-D 08.30.84 70° 1 4 
51-G 06.17.85 70° 0 

7 06.18.83 72° 0 
8 08.30.83 73° 0 

51-B 04.29.85 75" 0 
61-A 10.30.85 2 4 No erorion. Soot found bclrind two prinwy 0-rings. 
51-I 08.27.85 76° 0 
61-B 11.26.85 76° 0 
41-G 10.05.84 78° 0 
51-J 10.03.85 1cr 0 

4 06.27.82 goo ? 0-ting condition unknown; rocket casing last at sea. 
51-F 07.29.85 81° 0 
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Temperature ('F) of field joints at time oflaunch 

When assessing evidence, it is helpful to see a full data matrix, all 
observations for all variables, chose private numbers from which the 
public displays are constructed. No telling what .v-ill rum up. 

Above, a scatterplot shows the experience of all24 launches prior 
to the Challenger. Like the table, the graph reveals the serious risks of 
a launch at 29°. Over the years, the 0 -rings had persistent problems at 
cooler temperatures: indeed, every launch below 66° resulted in damaged 
0-rings; on warmer days, only a few flights had erosion. In this graph, 
the temperature scale extends down ro 29° , visually expressing the 
stupendous extrapolation beyond all previous experience that must be 
made in order to launch at 29° . The coolest Bight without any 0-ring 
damage was at 66-', some 37° warmer than predicted for the Challenger; 
the forecast of 29° is 5·7 standard deviations distant from the average 
temperature for previous launches. This launch was completely ourside 
the engineering database accumulated in 24 previous flights . 

IN the 13 charts prepared for making the decision to launch, there is 
a scandalous discrepancy between the intellectual tasks at hand and the 
images created to serve chose tasks. As analytical graphics, the displays 
failed to reveal a risk that was in fact present. As presentation graphics, 
the displays failed co persuade government officials that a cold- weather 
launch might be dangerous. In designing those displays, the chanmakers 
didn't quite know what they were doing, and they were doing a lot 
of it.37 We can be thankful chat most data graphics are not inherently 
misleading or uncommunicative or difficult to design correctly. 

The graphics of the cholera epidemic and shuttle, and many other 
examples/a suggest this conclusion: there are right ways and wrong ways 
to show data; there are displays that ret,eal tile tntth and displays that do uot. 
And, if the matter .is an important one. chen getting the displays of 
evidence right or wrong can possibly have momentous consequences. 

37 Lighthall concluded: "Of the 13 charts 
circulated by Thiokol mnnagers and engi
neers co the st:attered celccon H:rees, six 
contained no tabled data about either 
0 -ring temperature. 0-ring blow-by, or 
0 -ring damage (iliese wen: p rimarily 
om lines o f arguments being made by the 
Thiokol engineers). Of the S.."'VCn remain
ing ch.ms containing data e:id!u on 
launch tcrnp:;ramn:s or 0-ring anomaly, 
IDe of lht'ltl indudcd JntA 011 tftfsn Lz11nd1 

temperatures or 0-riJig aJJomaly but not 
both in relnrion ro each other." Lighthall, 
"Launching the Space Shuttle Challen
ger," p. 65. Sec also note 27 nbove for 
the conclusions of the shuttle commission 
and the Hoose Committee on Science 
and Tec:h.nology. 

~Edward R. Tufte, TI~e Vuwll DUplay 
uf Quantitative lllfonMJilm (Cheshire, 
Connecticut, 1983), pp. 1J-'77· 
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History of O·Ring Damage in Field Joints 
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I SOME PUTTY REPAIRED 

So oN after the Challenger accident, a presidential commission began 
an investigation. In evidence presented to the commission, some more 
charts attempted to describe the history of 0-ring damage in relation 
to temperature. Several of these displays still didn' t get it right.39 

Prepared for testimony to the commission, the chart above shows 
nine little rockets annotated with temperature readings turned sideways. 

A legend shows a damage scale. Apparently measured in orderly steps, 
this scale starts with the most serious problem ("Heating of Secondary 
0-ring," which means a primary ring burned through and leaked) and 
then continues in several ordered steps to "No Damage." Regrettably, 
the scale's visual representation is disordered: the cross-hatching varies 

erratically from dark, to light, to medium dark, to darker, to lightest
a visual pattern unrelated to the substantive order of the measured scale. 
A letter-code accompanies the cross-hatching. Such codes can hinder 
visual understanding. 

At any rate, these nine rockets suffered no damage, even at quite 
cool temperatures. But the graph is not on point, for it is based on 
test data from "Development and Qualification Motors" - all fixed 
rockets ignited on horizontal test stands at Thiokol, never tmdcrgoing 
the stress of a real flight. Thus this evidence, although perhaps better 
than nothing (that's all it is better than), is not directly relevant to 
evaluating the dangers of a cold-weather launch. Some of these same 
temperature numbers for test rockets are found in a pre-launch chart 
that we saw earlier. 

Beneath the company logotype down in the lower left of this chart 
lurks a legalistic disclaimer (technically known as a CYA notice) that says 

PC SSCA, volume v, p . 895. 

39 Most accoums of the Chnllcnger re
produce a scatterplot that apparently 
demonstrates the analytical failure of the 
pre-launch debate. This graph depicts 
only launches wirh 0-ring damage and 
their temperamres, omicting aU damage
free launche5 (an absence of data points 
on the line of zero incidents of damage): 

l=loldJQ:tt; 

1 ... 
1--

41B 41C 410 . 1--
610 STS-2 

' 50 > 65 ' 70 .. 7o 
C;i!cula1od Ja!nt TempQ!atui'EI. --F 

First published in the shuttle conunission 
report (PC SSCA, volume 1, p. 1.46), the 
chart is a favorite of statistics teachers . 
It appears in textbooks on engineering, 
graphics, and statistics-relying on Dalal, 
Fowlkes, Hoadley, "Risk Ana.lysi.~ of the 
Space Shuttle: Prc-Challe11ger Prediction 
of Failure," who describe the scacterplot 
as having a central role in the la.w1ch de-
cision. (The commis.~ion report docs not 
say when the plot was made.) The graph 
of the missing data-poims is a vivid and 
poignant object lesson in how not to 
look at data when making au import:l.nt 
decision. But it is too good to be true! 
Pint, the graph was not part of the pre
launch debate; it was not among the 
13 charts u..~ed by Thiokol and NASA in 
deciding to laLmdl. Rather, it was dra\'1!1 
tljter the accidem by two stall' members 
(the executive director and a lawyer) ar 
the commission as their simulation of the 
poo1· n:a~oning in the pre-launch debate. 
Second, the graph implies that the pre
launch analysis e..xarnined 7 latmches at 7 
Wmpemtures ·with 7 damage measurements. 
That is not true ; only 2 cases of blow-by 
and 2 rernper:lturcs were linked up. The 
acrual pre-launch analysis was much thin
ner than indicated by the conunission 
scattcrplot. T hird, the damage scale is 
deguantifted, only co.w1ting the number 
of incidents rather than measuring their 
severity. In shore, whether for teaching 
statistics or for seeking tn understand 
the practice of clara graphics, wh y use an 
inaccurately simulated post-launch chart 
,,·hen we have the genuine 13 pre-launch 
decision charts right in hand? (On this 
scatterplot, see Lighthall, " Launching the 
Space Shuttle Challenger;" and Vaughan, 
Cha/lmger Launch Decision, pp. 382-384.) 
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this particular display should 110t be taken quite at face value-you had 
to be there: 

NOMlAl'IOH ON TMI 'AGI WAI "'~AAEO 1'0 suPPORT AN OII.AI. "'ISEHTATfOH 
AND CAHHOT ll COHitOlAlO COMI"UTI WITHOUT THl Of'AL OISCIISSlOH 

Such defensive formalisms should provoke rambuncrious skepticism: 
they suggest a corporate distrust both of the chartmakcr and of any 
viewers of the chart.~ In this case, the graph is documented in reports, 
hearing transcrip~. and archives of the shuttle commission. 

The second chart in the sequence is most significant. Shown below 
are the 0-ring expcnenccs of aU 2.~ previous shutde launches, with 48 

little rockets representing the 24 Right-pairs: 

SRM 
No. A B 

MO!\Jil!O !lp<q..l!$, w...,._..._ 
A B A B A 

• No Erosion 

Rockets marked with the dnmage code show the seven flights with 
0-ring problems. Launch tcmpcramre is given for each pair of rockets. 
Like the data matrix we saw earlier, this display contains all the infor
mation ncc<.-ssacy to diagnose the relationship between temperature and 
damage, if we could only see it.•• The poor design makes it impossible 
to learn what was gomg on. In particular: 

The Disappearing Legend At the bearings, these charts were presented 
by means of the dreaded overhead projector, which shows one image 
after another like a slide projector, making it difficult to compare and 
link images. When the first chart (the nine little rockers) goes away, 
the visual code calibranng 0 -ring damage also vanishes. Thus viewers 
need to memorize the code in order co assess the severity and type of 
damage sustained by each rocket in the 48-rocket chart. 

•o Thi5 caveat, which also appeared on 
Thiok<>l'~ final approval of the Chal
lenget bw1ch (reproduced hete with 
the erigr~rhs on page .t6). was discussed 
in hc:.mnt;' on Clulk.11ger by the House 
Committee on Science and Technology: 
"U. Edwin Garrison. President of the 
Aercxpace Croup at Thiokol, tatified 
that the ave:u u the bottom of the 
p3pcr in no way 'iruinuucs ... !hat the 
document doesn't mean what it says."' 
lm•C'Jtig4tifln oftlw- Ciwllmgu Aa:idmt. 
pp. 2.18-2..19, DOlC 8o. 

PCSSC.-l, volume v, p. 896. 

•• ·n1i~ chm shows the rocket pair SRM 
4-\, ~.ll.\t 4.8 at bo F. as haviog 11ndatrul$tl 
0-rmgs. In f:~ct, th05C rocker casings 
wen: lo't at sea and thcir 0-ring history 
~ wlkno\\-11. 
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().Ring 
Ttmp 
C"Fl 

SRM 1 1 
No. A I 

().Ring 
Temp 
C"Fl 

A 8 

___. ........... _.....__, -------......... ....-~-. ... -----
8 A a 

• No Etolion 

Chartju11k Good design brings absolutt attmtiou to data. Yet inste2d 
of focusing on a possible link between damage and temperature-the 
vital issue here- the strongest visual presence in this graph is the clutter 
generated by the ouclincs of the 48 little rockets. The VISUal elements 
bowtce and glow, as heavy lines activate the white space, producmg 
visual noise. Such misplaced priorities in the dcstgn of graphs and cham 
should make us suspicious about the competence and mtcgricy of the 
analysis. Chnrtjunk indicates statistical stupidity,just as weak writing 
often rcAccts weak thought: "Neither can his mind be thought to be 
in tunc, whose words do jarre," wrote Ben Jonson in the early 1600s, 
"nor his rcnson in frame, whose sen tence is preposterous. " 42 

Lack of Claril)l ill Depicti11g Cartse and Effict T urning the ccmpcramre 
numbers sideways obscures the causal vari::tble. Sloppy typography also 
impedes inspection of these data, as numbers brush up ngninst line-art. 
Likewise garbled is the measure of effect: 0-ring anomalies arc depicted 
by little marks-scattered and opaquely encoded-rather than being 
totaled up into a summary score of damage for each flight. Once again 
Jonson's Principle: these problems arc more than just poor design, 
for a lack of visual clarity in arranging evidence is a sign of a lack of 
intcUectual clarity in reasoning about evidence. 

Wrong Oral'r The fatal flaw is the ordering of the data. Shown as 
a time-series, the rockets arc sequenced by dare of launching-from 
the first pair at upper left = ! ~ tO the last pair at lower right Z,: Z: 
(the launch immediately prior to Challenger). The sequential order 
conceals the possible link between temperature and 0-ring damage, 
thereby throwing statistical thinking into disarray. The time-series 

PCSSCrt, volume\', p. 896. This im.1gc 
is repeated from our page 47· 

42 Ben Jonson, Timber: or, Discoveries 
(London, 1641), first printed in the l1<1lio 
of 1640, 1ire TIVurkc.~ . . . , p. t zz of the 
secliou begullling with Iloracc !lis A rt 
of Poetry. O n d-.artjunk, sec Edw~rd It 
Tufte., The Visual Di~play cif Quantitative 
lnjonuatio11 (01esh.i.rc, CollllecLicuL, 
19!!3). pp. to6-121. 
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chart at left bears on the isme : Is there a time trend in 0-ring damage? 
This is a perfectly reasonable question , bllt not the one on which the 
survival of dullenger depended. That issue was: Is there a temperature 

trend in 0-ring damage? 

6 , 6 2.2 22 iij ro 2.3 23 12 12 21 211'i re 
A B A B A B A 8 A B A B A 8 

• No Erosion 

Information displays should serve the analytic purpose at hand; if the 

substantive matter is a pos:riblc cause-effect relationship, U1cn graphs 
should organize da.ta so as to illuminate such a Jjnk. Not a complicated 

idea, but:\ profouml on.c. Thus the little rockets must be plac,•d iN order 
by temperatllrtt, the possible cause. Above, the rockets arc so ordered by 
temperature. Tbis clearly shows the serious risks of a cold launch. for 
most 0-ring damage OCCUIS at c<:>o1er temperatures. Gwen this evidence, 
how could the Challenger be launched at 29°? 

ln the haplessly dequantificd style typical of iconographic displays, ~ 
temperature is merely ordered rather than mea~urcd; a.JJ the rockets are 

adjacent to om: another r~thcr than being spaced apart in proportion 

to their temperature. Along w ith p roportional scaling-routinely done ~ 
in conventional statistical graphs-it is particularly revealing to include 

70 

a symbolic pair of roclets w.1y over at 29°, the predicted temperature 
for the Challenger launch. Another redrawing: 

m ~ ~~ 
~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~;~~~~~~~~; 

300 

Even after repairs, the pictorial approach with cute little rockets 
remains ludicrous and corrupt. The excessively original artWork just 
plays around with the information. It is best to forget about designs 
involving such icons and symbols- in this case and, for that matter, 
in nearly all other cases. These data require only a simple scatterplot 
or an ordered table to reveal the deadly relationship. 

70" 
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AT a meeting of the commission investigaring the shuttle accident, the 
physicist Richard Fcynman conducted a celebrated demonstration that 
clarified the link between cold temperature and loss of resiliency in the 
rubber 0 -rings. Although this link was obvious for weeks to et1gineers 
and those investigating the accident, various officials had camouflaged 
the issue by testifying ro the commission in an obscurantist language of 
evasive technical jargon. 43 Preparing for the moment during the public 
hearing when a piece of an 0-ring (from a model of the field joint) 
would be passed around, Feynman had earlier iliat morning purchased 
a small clamp at a hardware store i.n Washington. A colorful theater 
of physics resulted. Fcynrnan later described his famous experiment: 

The model comes around ro Gencral Kucyna. and then to me. The cl.unp and 
pliers come out of my pocket. I take the model ap:n, I've got me 0-ring pieces 
in my hand. but I sriD haven't got any ice water! I tum around again and signal 
the guy l'vc been bothering about it, and he signals back, ''Don't worry, you'll 
get it!" . ... 

So finally, when I get my ice wnter, I do:1 'c drink it! I squeeze the rubber in 
the C-clamp, and put them in cl:!c gLus of ice water .... 

I pr~s chc burron for my microphone. and I say, " I took this rubber from the 
model and puc it in a clamp in ia w:ucr for a while." 

I take the clamp our, hold it in chc air, and loosen it as [ talk: " I discovered 
that when you undo chc clamp, the rubber doesn't spring back. In other words, 
for more than a few seconds, there is no resilietlce in tlli.s particular material 
when it 1!1 at a temperature of 32 degrees. [ believe clue has some $lgni.ficancc for 
our problem ~··• 

Photograph by Marilynn K. Yee, ~· 
Picture~. Tile New Yol'k Times. 

43 One official "gave a vhid fi:tvor of tbe 
cngm~jargon-me 1:1ng end up 
aud ti:c devis end down, the grit blast, 
rht: splashdown loads and cavity collapse 
loac.h, the Randolph type twn zinc 
chrouut.:: asbestos-Ellcd putty hid up in 
~trips-all :orbidding co the listening 
reporn:rs if not tO the colll.llilissiQners 
tbenuch~·· James Glcick, Gmius: T'fle 
1-!fr ami Scie~rr!' (If Ridtard rqtuffii1J 
(New York, J99~}. p. 422· 

44 Richard P. FeynDUn, "W1rar Do Y011 

Curt Wit!U Orl:n- Proplt! "n•ink?' F11rthu 
Advmt11res of a Curio11s C/JarJUtu (New 
York, 1981!), pp.1.St- l)J. Feynrnan's 
words were ~:diced somewhat in thi~ 
posthumously published b(l<lk; for the 
aetu."ll hearings, sec PCSSCA, volume 
1\. ?· 679, traDSCiipt. 
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To create a m ore effective exhibit, the clamped 0-ring might well 
have been placed in a transparent glass of icc water rather than in the 
opaque cup provided to Feynrnan. Such a display would then make 
a visual reference to the extraordinary pre-Right photographs of an 
ice-covered launch pad, thereby tightening up the link between the 
icc-water experiment and the Challenger.45 

With a strong visual presence and understated conclusion {"I believe 
that has some significance for our problem''), this science experiment, 

improvised by a Nobel laureate, became a media sensation, appearing 
on many news broadcasts and on the front page of The New York 
Times. Alert to these possibilities, f-eynman had intentionally provided 
a vivid " news hook" for an apparently inscrutable technical issue in 
rocket engineering: 

Durillg the lunch break, reporters came up to n1e and asked questions like, 
"Were you t<11king about the 0 -ring or the putty?" and "Would you explain to 
us what nil 0-ring is, exactly?" So 1 w as rather depressed that [wasn't able to 
make my point. But tlmt tright, all the news shows caught 011 to the signiftcancc 
of chc experiment, auJ the next day, the newspaper articles explained everything 
perfectly. 46 

Never have so many viewed a single physics experiment. As Freeman 
Dyson rhapsodized: "The public saw with their own eyes how science 
is done, how a great scientist thi.nks with his hands, bow nature gives 
a dear answer when a scientist asks her a clear qucstion."47 

A..'lD yet the presentation is deeply Hawed, committing the same type 
of error of omission that was made in the 13 pre-launch charts. Another 
anecdote, without variation in cause or effect, the icc-water experiment 
is uncontrolled otld dequomified. lt does not address the questions Compared 
tPith what? At ul/1at rate? Consequently the evidence of a one-glass exhibit 
is equivocal : Did the 0-ring lose resilience because it was clamped hard, 
because it was cold, or because it was wet? A credible experimental 

45 Above, icicles .hang from the service 
structure for the Challenger. At left, the 
photograph shows icicles near the solid
fuel boosrcr rocket; for a scruu: of scale, 
note that the whirc bcxiSrcr rocket is 1.2 

fr (3.7 m) in di:unctcr. From PCSSCA, 
volume I, p. 113. Ooe observer described 
the launch ~ce tower as loolcing like 
..... something out of Dr. Zhi vago. 
There's sheers of icicles banging every
where." House Collllllim:e on Science 
and Technology, lnvc:stigauoo <if the 
CJralb!n~ AcciLft'tll, p. 238. Illustration 
of 0-ring expc:riment by Wcilin Wu 
andEd~=d Tufte. 

46 Y:cynm.an, "What Do You C(lre What 
Other Pl!ople Think?'', p. l S3· 

•7 Frccm:m D)'-son, From 1-Jr,s to Gaia 
(New York, 1992), p. 3 u. 
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design regu.ires at least two clamps, two pieces of 0-ring , and two 
glasses of water (one cold, one not). The idea is that the two 0-ring 
pieces are alike in all respects save their exposure to differing temper
atures. Upon releasing the clamps from the 0-rings, presumably only 
the cold ring will show reduced resiLcncy. In contrast, the one-glass 
method is not an experiment; it is merely an experience. 

For a one-glass display, neither the cause (ice w ater in an opaque 
cup) nor the dlcxt (the damp's imprint on the 0-r:ing) is exp.lic.idy 
shown. Neither variable is quantified. In fact, neither variable varies. 

A control1ed experiment wonl.d not merdy evoke the well-known 
empirical connection hctwccn temperature :.md resiliency, hut would 
also reveaJ the overriding imellectual failure of the pre-launch analysis of 
the evidence. T hat failure was a lack of control, a lack of com parison.415 

The 13 pre-lLum.ch charts, like the one-glass experiment, examine only 
a few 1nstances of 0-ri.ng problems and not the c;mscs of 0 -ring success. 

A sound demonstration wonld exemplify the idea that in reasoning 
about causal1ty, varialions iu the cause must be explicitly anJ measurably 
linked to variations in the effect. These principles were violated in the 
13 pre-launch ch:trts as well as in the post-launch display that arr:mgcd 
the 48 little rockets in temporal rather th<m causal order. focw lessons 

about the usc of evidence f()r making decisions are more important: 
story-telling, w eak analogies, selective reporting, w::trpcd displays, and 
anecdote$ are not cnough.4~' Reliable kuo\vlcd~c grows fl-om evidence 
that is coiJected, analyzed, and displayed w ith some good comparisons 

in view. And wby shoulJ we fuil to be rigorous about evidence and its 
presentation just because the evidence .is a part of a public dialogue, 
or is mc<1nt for the news med.ia, or is about an .important pro blem, or 
is part of maki ng a critical decision. in a hurry and under pressure? 

failure to dUnk dearly about the an<Jysis and the presentation of 
evidence opens the door fi1r aJJ sorts of politicaJ ~md other misch.ief to 
operate in making decisions. For the Challenger, there were substantial 
pressures to get .it off the ground as ~Juickly as possible: an unrealistic 
and over-optimistic .flight scl1edule based on the premise th at bunches 
w ere a m atter of routine (this massive, complex, and costly vt:hicle was 
named the "shuttle," as if .it made hourly !:lights fi:om Doston to New 

York); the difficuJty for the rocket-maker (Morton Thiokol) to deny 
the demands ofits major client (NASA); and a preoccupation with 
public relations and media events (there was a possibility of a televised 
conversation between the orbiting astronaut-teacher Christa McAuliffe 
and President Reagan during his State of the Union address that night, 
10 hours after the launch). Dnt these pressures would not have prevailed 
over credible evidence against the launch, for many other flights had 
been delayed in the past for good reasons. Had the correct scatterplot 
or data table been constructed, no one would have dared to risk the 
Challenger in such cold weather. 

c_ '1 
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4R Feynman was aw:u·e of the problematic 
t~xperimcntll desig-n. During heaJ·ings in 
the afkn10ou following the icc- water 
dcmonsrration, he b~ga11 his qtK'sLiou.i.ug 
of NAS,\ m m1agcmc1 1l wit.b Lhis comment: 
' ' We spob: thi~ JJiomiug about the n:-
sil icm:y o f the seaL, aud if the rna tt:ri;u 
wcrcu' t resilicut, it wouldn'r. work iu 
the appropri~tc m ode, or ir wnuld be 
]es~ s~dsf:Jctory, in t~ct, iL might not 
work wcll. I did ~ li tdc experiment here, 
and !.!tis is 1101 t/u· way tr> do s~trft expai-
11!1'1/ts, i n ciin1rin~ that tJ1c stulf looked as 
ifi~ w:1s ]c;s rcsilienL ~L lower tempcra
tLLTcS, in icc:' (PC:S SCr1, volume tv, pp. 
739- 740, transcripr., Clllph;Jsis add.t>.d .) 
Drawing of two-glass experiment by 
W,:iliu Wu and Edward T ufte. 

49 David C. I l<Joglin, Richard J. Light, 
Bucku:un Mcl>cck. !'red erick Mosteller, 
aud lvlic:h:u:l Sr.oto, Dat,,_[<lr /)eLisions: 
I11jimruuir•n Stratc.~ic_<for Po/icymakcrs 
(Cambridge, Massachusctt>, 1982). 
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Conclusion: Thiuking a11d Desigu 

R J cHARD Fcynman concludes his report on the explosion of the space 
shuttle with this blunt assessment: "for a successful technology, reality 

must take precedence over public relations, for Karurc cannot be 
fooled." 5° Fcynman echoes the similarly forthright words of Galilee 
in 1615 : "lr is not ·within the power of practitioners of demonstrative 
sciences to change opinion at will, choosing now this and now that 
one; there L~ a great diflerence between giving orders to a mathe
matician or a philosopher and giving them to a merchant or a la,vyer ; 
and demonstrated conclusions about natural and celestial phenomena 
cannot be changed with the same case as opinions about what is or 
is not legitimate in a contract, in a rental, or in commerce." 5 1 

In our cases here, the inferences made from rhe data faced exacting 
reality testS: the cholera epidemic ends or persists, the shuttle flies 
or fails. T hose inferences and the resulting decisions and actions were 
based on various visual representations (maps, graphs, cables) of the 
evidence. T he quality of these representations differed enormously, and 
in ways that governed the ultimate consequences. 

For our case studies, and surely for the many other instances where 
evidence makes a difference, the conclusion is unmistakable: if displays 
of data arc to be trurhful and revealing, then rhe design logic of the 
display must reflect the imdlcctuallogic of the analysis: 

Visual representations of evidence should be govemed by pri11ciples 
of reaso11i11g about qum1titative evideuce. For infonnatiou displays, 
design reasoning 11/llSt correspoud to scie11tijic reasoning. Clear and 
precise seeiug becomes as one witll clt!ar aud precise thinkutg. 

f or ex:unple, the scientific principle, make controlled comparisons, also 
guides the constntction of dat.'l displa)<s, prescribing that the ink or 
pixels of graphics should be arranged so as to depict comparisons and 
contexts. Display architecture recapitulates quantitative thinking; design 
quality gro\¥-s from intellecrual quality. Such dual principles- both 
for reasoning about statistical evidence and for rhe design of statistical 
graphics-include (t) doatmemiug the sources and charaetcristics of rhe 

data, (2) insistently enforcing appropriate comparisons, (3) demonstrating 
mechanisms of ca11se and effect, (4) expres5ing those mechanisms quan
titatively, (s) recognizing the inherently 11111./rivariate nature of analytic 
problems, and (6) inspecting and evaluating alternative explanations. 
When consistent with rhe substance and in harmony with the content, 
information displays should be documentary, comparative, causal and 
explanatory, quantified, multi"ariatc, el'..-plorarory, skeptical 

And, as illustrated by the divergent graphical practices in our cases 
of the epidemic and the space shuttle, it aho helps co have an endless 
commitment to finding, telling, and showing the truth. 
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